Dear Doug,
As a home-improvement writer it is my job to seek and report unique ways to update
and improve a home. As a homeowner with a young child, numerous pets, 3 jobs and
12 acres of farmland, my husband and I strive to maintain the house & land while we
make time for family life. Not an easy task, as you can imagine!
I'm writing to thank you for your Last Deck wood grain deck product. Just last week we
had the Knotty Pine product installed on our deck, and we are peacefully enjoying our
deck every day.
We purchased this house twelve years ago because of its magnificent view of the
Owyhee Mountains and the Snake River valley. But for twelve years we avoided our
deck like the plague because of the annoying appearance of the wood (not to mention
the splinters & the nails or screws popping up) even though we labored annually to sand
and treat the wood.
Idaho Patios Unlimited introduced us to the Last Deck products. Their professional staff
installed the Knotty Pine Wood Grain product right over the top of our redwood, saving
lots of money in labor. There was absolutely no messy rubbish to worry about! The entire
job took about 3 days from start to finish. The wood grain ties in beautifully with our
interior wood floors and undoubtedly adds value to our home.
Our family enjoys this deck every day. For family & neighborhood gatherings, I simply
spray the deck off with the garden hose and get on with the fun!
After calculating the annual cost of materials and labor to maintain the redwood deck, it
amazes me that we did not go to Last Deck twelve years ago! A lesson well learned, I
guess.
Thanks for this innovative product - we just love it!
Teribelle Smit
Marsing, Idaho

